
IS YOUR MAINFRAME 
HOLDING BACK MODERNIZATION 
AND TRANSFORMATION?



EVEN WHEN DEALING WITH 
SENSITIVE INFORMATION 
companies seek speed in  
their applications to satisfy 
customer demands.

To meet these expectations, business  
applications must present the relevant  
information to users in a timely fashion  
and in a meaningful context.



UNFORTUNATELY, some key large enterprise 
content is marooned on mainframes making it 
difficult to integrate and display in conjunction 
with data and content from other platforms. 



MAINFRAMES REMAIN A PROVEN,  
STABLE ENVIRONMENT: 

Process more than 
three trillion dollars’ 
worth of transactions 
each day.

Almost THREE-QUARTERS of all  
enterprise data resides on mainframes 

More than 70 percent of 
Fortune 500 companies 
locate core business  
on mainframes 70%



BUT...
Dependence on mainframes can result  
in a SLOWER ABILITY to adopt new 
technologies, transform business processes 
and evolve the customer experience.



MAINFRAME APPLICATION 
KNOWLEDGE IS IN DECLINE. 
Your enterprise is at risk of falling behind, or worse,  
getting completely left behind.



AS ORGANIZATIONS PUSH THROUGH THEIR 
JOURNEY TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION, 
the challenges surrounding their mainframe 
platforms remain unsolved. 



THREE ISSUES CAN DERAIL 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
IN A MAINFRAME-BASED 
ORGANIZATION:



Integrating Mainframe  
Systems With 

Newer Technology   

The siloed design of mainframe systems 
limits cross-platform collaboration  
and does not match the demand of  
real-time data required in today’s  

environment. Mainframe-connected  
APIs are still not readily available  

to facilitate interconnectivity  
of technology. 



Budget Risks Due 
to Unpredictable, 

Surprise Charges and Lack 
of Performance Optimization  

Mainframe expenses represent 
up to 40 percent of companies’ 

IT budgets. 



Diminishing Skilled  
Workforce  

Mainframe organizations have lost  
23 percent of their mainframe  

workforce in the last five years and  
have only been able to replace one  

out of every three experts lost,  
according to a Forrester Study.



To get the most from the journey to modernization, 

ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATIONS  
MUST CONSIDER A PATH TO CLOUD 
for critical business services  
and applications. 



VIEWPOINTE CAN HELP ORGANIZATIONS BREAK DOWN SILOS 

and strategically address mainframe system  
modernization with a migration to on-premises  
infrastructure or hosted private cloud. 



VIEWPOINTE’S ONPOINTE FOR PRINT STREAM  
& IMAGE SOLUTION allows organizations  
to rapidly address cloud-to-cloud  
interconnectivity, system consolidation  
and mainframe retirement scenarios. 

Significant Savings Through Efficiency
Lowered Operating Expenses 
Improved Overall Performance=



through a multi-year license, with set monthly  
payments and SLA-backed performance.

BEST OF ALL,  
IT OFFERS FUTURE-PROOFED 
PRICE PROTECTION



Focus not just on meeting the business demands for today 

BUT FOR TOMORROW AS WELL. 



How do you meet the mandates of fast delivery, 
scale and flexible application management?  
You establish a flexible solution that provides the 
freedom to continue to evolve as your customer  
demands and market shift. Learn more today.
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